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Bradley said loudly, “I was able to get the Green Phoenix Fruit because I spent a whole 
year training in Grand Yorn Mountain. I saw countless beasts during that time and 
collected a lot of materials. Even though I had people to protect me, I’ve encountered 
danger and almost lost my life a few times! These experiences might have been 
dangerous, but they’re a valuable treasure to me. If not for those experiences, I would 
never have been able to achieve such a result in the third stage!” 

After he said that, Bradley abruptly turned around with widened eyes as he asked in an 
accusatory tone, “That’s why I have the courage to judge you! Have you ever entered 
Grand Yorn Mountain?” 

Jackie even nodded. He had indeed entered Grand Yorn Mountain before. He had even 
stayed there for two or three days. 

Seeing Jackie nod, Elder Maurice suddenly breathed a sigh of relief, feeling like his 
prayers had been answered. Mr. Zayne was in more or less the same mood as Elder 
Maurice was. 

When the two of them heard Bradley’s accusations toward Jackie, there was a knot in 
their hearts. When they saw Jackie’s nod, they suddenly relaxed. 

Since he has entered Grand Yorn Mountain before, he had naturally gone through 
various trials that involved various beasts. On top of that, Jackie’s expression was 
incredibly calm which showed that he was confident. Their confidence in Jackie was 
suddenly back. 
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Master Forrest and Bradley suddenly took a deep breath when Elder Maurice and Mr. 
Zayne breathed that sigh of relief. 

Jackie had entered Grand Yorn Mountain before? Would he not have some 
understanding of beasts? 

Could he really be able to get the Green Phoenix Fruit in the third stage? 

Just thinking about that possibility caused their expressions to sour immediately. Their 
earlier calmness had already disappeared as well. However, Bradley was not willing to 
admit defeat. He quickly followed with a question, “How long were you in Grand Yorn 
Mountain?” 
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Jackie frowned, counting it in his mind before saying, “About two or three days!” 

Those words caused everyone’s moods to turn around again. Elder Maurice and Mr. 
Zayne, who had already breathed a sigh of relief, started to tense up again. Meanwhile, 
Master Forrest and Bradley relaxed. 

Two or three days was not enough to do anything in Grand Yorn Mountain at all. The 
two of them felt like Jackie had probably just passed by Grand Yorn Mountain. They 
probably did not have any practical or valuable experience. 

Bradley laughed and said, “What’s the point of being there for just two or three days? 
You probably never even met any of the common beasts, let alone accumulate any 
experience. The third stage is testing your common knowledge and intelligence. No 
matter how many plans you have, they’re all useless without basic knowledge.” 

Jackie’s lips twitched helplessly. In truth, he did not really want to hide anything, but 
there were some things that would not be believable even if he mentioned them. He had 
experienced a similar situation before. Even if he said the truth, everyone else would 
just laugh at it. They would say mean things and laugh by themselves. 

Ever since he experienced all that, Jackie learned his lesson. No matter how loud the 
accusations got, he would not reveal the whole truth. 

Bradley continued to shout, “What could you possibly do in two or three days?!” 
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Jackie smiled lightly, not denying anything. 

What had he experienced in the two or three days in Grand Yorn Mountain? 

First of all, he encountered trouble in the skies of Grand Yorn Mountain, and the spirit 
vessel fell from the air. The three of them arrived at the outer area as the spirit vessel 
fell, thanks to their luck. They were only around the outer area and the edge, and most 
of the beasts there were only at the early stage of the spring solidifying realm. 

At the time, his relationship with Rudy and Grayson was incredibly bad. If the situation 
had not been so dangerous, the three of them might have actually fought each other on 
the spot. 

After experiencing the attacks from the one-eyed snow wolf, and meeting Hansel, as 
well as a lot more things, the three of them finally arrived at the territory of the Seven 
Absolutes Pavilion’s Middle Province Alchemist Alliance branch. 



In truth, all those things they had experienced were actually quite interesting. It was not 
as useless as Bradley claimed. However, he would not bring those up in front of all of 
them. 
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Bradley suddenly took things further at Jackie’s silence by saying, “Did you finally 
realize how ill-prepared you are and how impossible it is for you to get the Green 
Phoenix Fruit? 

“If you know you can’t do it, then stop pretending that you can do anything. You’ll 
definitely lose in this tournament. You’ll definitely be carried out in the end!” 

Bradley’s words were as if he was incredibly sure of himself as he spoke. Jackie’s eyes 
glinted when he heard all of that, finally understanding Bradley’s plan. Bradley was 
trying his best to attack Jackie’s self-confidence. He wanted Jackie’s self-confidence to 
plummet, affecting the final results. In terms of composure, Bradley is already incredibly 
crazed. It was exactly because of that Jackie did not realize Bradley’s plans underneath 
that crazed exterior. 

Jackie thought about it and finally let out a helpless smile. 
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In the end, Bradley was still not that confident in himself. If Bradley really was that 
confident, he would definitely not have said that at the time. He would not have tried so 
hard to insult Jackie. He wanted Jackie to admit that Jackie was not that capable. He 
just wanted to use that last chance to ruin Jackie’s confidence and mess up Jackie’s 
plans, influencing the final results. 

Jackie’s lips twitched helplessly, feeling like Bradley’s actions were really indescribable. 

Did Bradley really feel like it would affect him? 

Probably because Bradley’s actions were far too obvious, but even Elder Maurice and 
Mr. Zayne had realized Bradley’s goal. 

Elder Maurice furrowed his eyebrows as he walked to Jackie’s side, putting a hand on 
Jackie’s shoulder and voiced out, “Don’t think that everyone will listen to you just 
because of what you said. Don’t think that everyone will feel like what you said was 
right. Didn’t you swear that your results would completely trounce Jackies before? Yet, 
your results in the end never stood up against Jackie. It’s not like Jackie doesn‘t know 
the rules, and it’s not like Jackie doesn’t know what he’ll be facing. Yet, he’s still 
confident. It shows that he had his own plans. Isn’t it too absurd that you’re using that 
little bit of information you have to determine if he will win or lose?” 



With that in mind, Elder Maurice had his gaze fixed on Bradley‘s body, deliberately 
letting out his aura to push Bradley back. 

Master Forrest hurriedly rushed in front of Bradley when he saw the situation, putting 
himself between them. He unleashed his aura to match Elder Maurice’s. In a flash, the 
two of them were at odds. 

Jackie merely twitched his lips speechlessly. 
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In truth, the solutions seemed very simple in Jackie’s mind. All he needed to do was to 
hurry up and participate in the third stage. After the results are out, they would naturally 
shut up. Yet, Bradley had made an adamant judgment that Jackie would fail the third 
stage. Then he would also try to leave hastily after he was out to prevent himself from 
being laughed at. 

If that happened, Bradley would not have had the chance to regain his dignity or laugh 
at Jackie. So, before Jackie entered, he wanted to laugh and insult Jackie in front of 
everyone, as well as attack Jackie’s confidence. 

Jackie could see all of that through Bradley’s actions. 

Elder Forrest did not want the atmosphere to get too awkward. After all, Sky Peak 
Pavilion was still working together with Phoenix Valley. If the two sides ended up 
fighting, it would be bad for future developments. Master Forrest took a deep breath as 
he glanced at Jackie. He knew Bradley’s plan. 

He really wanted to continue with Bradley’s plan as well and accomplish Bradley’s role, 
so he let out a laugh, “You’re definitely incredibly talented!” 

He had said that right at Jackie. As he said that, Master Forrest’s expressions were 
strangely warm as if he was an elder who was consoling Jackie. However, to Jackie, he 
looked like a wolf that was staring at a sheep and definitely had no good intentions. 
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Master Forrest had always been a schemer. Jackie never listened to any of his praises. 
As usual, Jackie remained silent as he quietly looked at Master Forrest. 

At that moment, Master Forrest did not really care about Jackie as he continued, 
“Before the first round started, I’d thought that you had been forcibly brought over to 
make up for the numbers. Yet, the truth proved me wrong. I actually failed to see how 
exceptional you are. In terms of alchemy, even Bradley isn’t a match for you. You’re 



way too excellent. So excellent that even I have started to envy you. Why aren’t you an 
alchemist from the Sky Peak Pavilion!” 

As he said that, he was actually somewhat truthful, even if he did not have any good 
intentions. After all, Jackie had done far too well. If the two others had not dragged him 
down, Jackie would have been enough to bring Phoenix Valley to victory. That fact had 
no room for doubt. 

Elder Maurice frowned as he said unhappily, “Stop saying all these ill-intentioned words. 
Do you think I don’t know what you’re doing? You’re the host of the tournament. You 
should be ushering Jackie in right now instead of wasting your time like this!” 
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Master Forrest laughed as he nodded earnestly, “You‘re right. I’m really wasting 
everyone’s time right now, but I have my reasons for doing so. Please do listen…” 

After his explanation, Master Forrest did not stop at all as he continued, “Even if you got 
good results in the first two stages, you won’t be able to show off that much skill in the 
third stage. However, I still trust in you. Since you’re so confident in yourself, you must 
have a perfect plan. However, you should keep in mind that the proof of the pudding is 
in the eating…” 

“I can understand why you’re so confident since you‘re extraordinarily talented! 
However, we don’t think your talent in alchemy will allow you to get the Green Phoenix 
Fruit. You’re such a proud person. Why don‘t you use that pride to show us what you’re 
capable of!” 

Everyone widened their eyes at those words, suddenly understanding why Master 
Forrest had said so much. 
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Jackie could not help but laugh at those words. 

So Master Forrest had said all that so he could have everyone enter the door to see the 
process of him getting the Green Phoenix Fruit. It would give him pressure and would 
let Bradley vent a little as well. As long as Jackie did not do well, Bradley would be able 
to mock him on the sidelines. Only Master Forrest would think of a plan like that. 

Bradley looked at Master Forrest gratefully. If the situation had allowed it, he would 
have shot Master Forrest a thumbs up. That suggestion had been too perfect. 



As long as Jackie agreed, they would be able to pressure Jackie and Bradley would be 
able to witness Jackie‘s failure personally. This would enable Bradley to gain all the 
confidence he had lost previously. 

It would definitely be better for his future. Even Bradley had been able to see through it, 
so Elder Maurice and Mr. Zayne naturally could as well. Their faces were steely as they 
stared at the Sky Peak Pavilion. 

The two of them felt that the people from Sky Peak Pavilion really do feel like everyone 
else were idiots. To think that such a low-leveled tactic would work out, was a complete 
joke! 
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Elder Maurice stood in front of Jackie as he said, “Aren’t you violating the rules at this 
point? Why did everyone else manage to enter the realm so easily? You singled Jackie 
out to prove things to you. Don’t think we don’t know what you’re trying to do. You’re 
just trying to attack Jackie’s confidence and bolster the confidence of that brat of yours!” 

Master Forrest did not get angry at those words but laughed instead. He opened up his 
hands and said plainly, “I don’t have any of those intentions at all, but aren’t you very 
confident in Jackie? Since you’re so confident, let’s witness his victory together. What’s 
wrong with that?” 

“Didn’t you hear what I said earlier? I said all that just to satisfy Jackie’s self-confidence. 
I don’t mean anything else by it!” 

At that moment, Master Forrest was basically saying everything he could to accomplish 
his goal. 
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Elder Maurice started to pant in anger after hearing that. 

Mr. Zayne merely frowned and said, “Impossible! This is absolutely impossible! If this 
whole group enters, it’ll absolutely affect Jackie’s results. You’re just doing all this to 
affect Jackie’s final results!” 

Hearing that, Master Forrest continued to shake his head earnestly as he said, “The 
barrier behind the door was erected by both of us. After entering, there’s a three-foot-
wide buffer. As long as you stand inside the area, you‘ll both be safe and be able to see 
everything that’s happening within the realm. However, the people or beasts within the 
buffer would not be able to see the people within the area. So, Jackie won’t be able to 
see us but we can see him. That way, it won’t affect his results!” 



Initially, they had erected the buffer just in case of any emergencies. If the phoenix 
managed to escape the chain, they would still be able to run to the buffer and assure 
their safety. After all, behind the buffer was a natural barrier! 
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“As long as you’re standing within the barrier, they would not be affected in any way,” 
Master Forrest emphasized his words. 

They would also be able to see what was happening within the array. It had to be said 
that the buffer was incredibly well-made. It gave them the perfect opportunity to witness 
Jackie’s competition! 

Elder Maurice’s face darkened, “Stop trying to twist the truth. Haven’t you wasted so 
many words just to witness Jackie competing? So what if Jackie has confidence? Does 
he need to let you look at him just because he is confident? Why does everyone else 
get to complete the round alone, but Jackie doesn’t get the same chance?!” 

“You clearly have ill intentions for doing so. Stop trying to make yourself seem so nice!” 

Master Forrest let out a cough as he had a wronged look on his face as if he had been 
framed for something massive. He looked up at Elder Maurice, “Please don’t accuse me 
like this. I’ve never said anything bad about Jackie from the start. I just raised the 
suggestion because he seemed so confident. In truth, we can all just stand at the buffer. 
It won’t affect Jackie at all. We’ll just be able to quietly spectate him. 

“Even if we said anything, it would not affect Jackie. You’re so fervently trying to stop 
this just because you aren’t confident in Jackie. Why are you insisting on pinning the 
blame on me instead?” 
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When Elder Maurice heard that, he almost spat out blood in anger. Jackie frowned as 
he reached out and pulled at Elder Maurice’s hand. He looked up with a consoling 
expression at Elder Maurice. The matter would only cause constant arguments if it 
continued. He really did not want to bother with them at all at that moment 

Jackie looked up at Master Forrest and said sternly, “Since you want to watch me so 
much, just head inside and watch. I’ll give you the chance to witness it together so you 
won’t end up trying to argue the results.” 

After he said that, everyone‘s eyes widened. 

Master Forrest’s eyes had a strange look to them. Even though he had tried his best to 
push things forward, he had not had a hundred percent confidence. After all, no one 



there was an idiot. He clearly had ill intentions, everyone could see that. However, as 
long as it was still remotely possible, Master Forrest would do his best to make it 
happen. However, he never expected that Jackie would agree before he even 
exhausted all his avenues. 
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Jackie had agreed to it too easily, causing Master Forrest to stumble a little. 

Elder Maurice turned back emotionally at that and said, “Are you crazy? They clearly 
don’t have good intentions. They’re trying to disrupt your performance!” 

Mr. Zayne walked over with a worried look as he said, “Even though you can’t see them, 
you‘ll still be able to hear any loud discussions. This group wants you to fail. They’ll 
purposely waste their voices to affect you! What are you going to do then? You’re not 
responsible if you agree just like that!” 

Jackie sighed, understanding Elder Maurice and Mr. Zayne’s worry and fear. However, 
he had never been worried about it. 

He smiled bitterly and replied, “Don’t think about it too much. The fact that I agreed 
means I have my reasons for doing so. Since they are so eager to see how I perform 
then just let them look. You have to understand, I’ve never been someone who lets the 
words of others sway me. There’s only one reason I’d agree to that. I don’t care if they’ll 
affect me at all. Even if you start fighting in the buffer, it won’t affect my results at all.” 

Jackie was incredibly resolute as he said that, leaving no room for doubt. 

Elder Maurice and Mr. Zayne could not help but frown. They still had a lot to say, but 
since Jackie had already said so much, it would not look good if they were not willing to 
let it go. 

 


